
Introduction to Planting (How to read the 
back of the packs) 
The objective of this section is to provide advice on what and 
when different varieties are suitable for planting in your region. 
You will be aware that there are local conditions that affect your 
climate such as frost in valleys, strong winds and aspect with 
respect to the sun and this should be taken into consideration. 

Similarly, within the same group of vegetables, lettuce for example, there are some that tolerate heat 
or cold better than others and you should make you choices accordingly. 

The Franchi seed is packaged for the northern hemisphere. The graphics across the top of the back 
of the packet indicate, from left to right:  
• Three climatic zones, cool to cold in blue which is,  Dry Temperate (Mediterranean) shown in red, and  Tropical   
           shown in yellow colors are used in the planting guides as an indication of what to do when. 
• The next graphic indicates that the seed can be planted to raise seedlings that are then transplanted into the 
           garden or larger container. 
• The third indicates that the seed can also be planted directly into the garden or container where it is to grow. 
• The fourth indicates the minimum soil temperature and sowing depth in light, friable soil for successful 
           germination. 
• The fifth indicates the thinning of plants along and across rows with appropriate spacing. 
• The sixth indicates transplanting of seedlings using the same spacing indicated in graphic five. 
• And finally the indicated timing of harvest 

Down the left hand side of the packet is indicated a more general planting guide with sowing in the 
left column and harvest in the right.     

It must be emphasized that this information is very broad brush and the best indication of 
when to plant is often what 
has worked in the past for you 
or your gardening friends.    
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To grow a great garden you must start with great seeds! 

 

Welcome! 
The Heirloom Seed Store sells the exceptional heirloom vegetable, herb and flower  
seeds of Franchi Sementi of Bergamo, Italy who have been seeds men for more  
than 225 years.  Franchi specializes in traditional heirloom Italian varieties, selected  
over the years for great taste and productivity.  These fine seed packs are hermetically 
sealed to ensure freshness, thus giving them a longer shelf life.  95% of the seeds are  
grown in Italy and NONE are genetically modified.  These packages are large and 
typically have 2 to 10 times the number of seeds than most other seed packs.  
  
 
About Us 
Welcome to The Heirloom Seed Store! We carry the best selection of Old World  
Italian Seeds imported straight from Italy, which means non-GMO, open-pollinated  
Heirloom Seed goodness!  We come from a long time farm family that has been working in 
agriculture for over 100 years.  We farm in Half Moon Bay, California where we  
grow for Farmers’ Markets, Local Restaurants, Wholesale Produce Markets, and  
Corner Grocery Stores.  We only use Franchi Seeds!  Why?  Because the germination 
 rate is so high and the plants produce excellent tasting vegetables that are healthy.   
That should speak for itself!  These heirloom seeds will grow vegetables you’ll  
remember fondly from your youth.  We don’t know how many times our customers  
have said, “I remember my Nonna used to cook this chicory” or “I’m so glad you  
carry this variety of zucchini my Grandfather used to grow in his garden.” 
 
These are the seeds Farmer John grows, and now you can too! 
 


